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The life of Fred Baldwin (b 1929), the celebrated American photographer and co-founder of FotoFest (Houston), took a 
turn in the direction of the extraordinary when during his last year of college in 1955 he decided to interview and 
photograph Pablo Picasso. Despite the fact he had no formal art training, contacts, or reason to expect success, Baldwin 
delivered a letter with his own drawings to the artist that he hoped would appeal to his sense of humor. After a three-day 
siege outside Picasso’s house in Cannes, the artist finally opened the door to Baldwin who was allowed to take pictures 
freely in his studio.  
 
The Picasso experience changed Baldwin’s life dramatically. He had followed his dream, used his imagination, overcome 
fear, and acted – now he believed he could accomplish anything. After graduating from college, Baldwin embarked on the 
peripatetic life of a photojournalist. Accompanied by his Leica, he would spend the next 20 years making remarkable 
picture stories about people and places, taking him to extreme adventure, and at times, great personal risk. He used his 
wit, charm and tenacity to make many friends in high places who would help get him access to locations where few or no 
photographers had gone before. His camera would become his passport to the world and provide the material and 
inspiration for Dear Mr. Picasso: An Illustrated Love Affair with Freedom. 
 
Throughout the book’s over 700 pages, illustrated by hundreds of black and white and color photographs from Baldwin’s 
vast photographic archive, we witness reindeer migrations in Lapland, a day and a night with the Ku Klux Klan, coverage 
of a star-studded Nobel Prize ceremony, cod fishing in Arctic Norway, polar bear expeditions near the North Pole, and 
underwater images of a hooked Marlin fighting for its life in Mexico – an homage to Hemingway. In 1963, Baldwin 
documented the Civil Rights Movement working for Martin Luther King, Jr.’s organization as a freelance photographer. 
A two-year stint as Peace Corps director in Borneo was followed by more photojournalism work in India and Afghanistan.  
 
 
 



 
 
 
The stories in Dear Mr. Picasso reveal Baldwin’s brilliance at storytelling. The tome is often laced with his self-
deprecating humor, a mechanism that Baldwin had developed early as a survival tool. His father, an American diplomat, 
died when Baldwin was five. In the book’s early chapters Baldwin describes his difficult childhood and youth which 
involved academic disasters and his exile to work in a factory in Savannah run by his absentee landlord uncle where he 
joined and was befriended by low-paid black and white workers. Baldwin escaped the factory by joining the Marines and 
was immediately shipped to North Korea in 1950 where he was wounded and decorated twice. 
 
Following are a selection of photographs from the book with deep captions: 
 

   
 

Reidsville Ku Klux Klan – The Klan work was a complete accident.  I was setting out to try to do my first documentary project by 
photographing a tobacco auction in rural Georgia.  However, I never got there because on my way I found a line of cars parked on the 
side of the highway being decorated with racist slogans. I stopped, overcame my fear, approached the group and managed to get 
permission to document their rally that culminated with the erection of a cross on the steps of the County Court House in Reidsville, 
Georgia.  
 

   
 

Kautokeino, Norway – This chapter describes the relationship I developed with the Kautokeino Lapps and the subsequent annual 
westward reindeer migration from the interior of Norway. I traveled with two herdsmen and hundreds of reindeer over the mountains 
by reindeer sled and skis that finally culminated in the herd swimming to an island off the Norwegian coast. This sometimes-
hazardous trip took me to the roots of the nomadic lifestyle where I was able to learn how people live in intimate and dependent 
proximity to their animals in the Arctic nature. I also had to learn to communicate with companions who only spoke Sami, Finnish and 
broken Norwegian.   
 
 



   
 

Fishing in Mexico – I was encouraged to photograph marlin and sailfish … On arrival in Mazatlán and La Paz, Mexico, I planned to 
do the story as an homage to Hemmingway who I met in Havana in 1953. The chapter describes completing a very dangerous job that 
involved 54 dives on marlin and sailfish. Having little money required persuading charter captains to take me along with the paying 
customers. My efforts became part of the fishing entertainment and the most exciting part for all of us was when I almost got eaten by 
sharks. My planned visit to see Hemmingway was not to be. He killed himself just before I finished the project.   
 

   
 
Civil Rights – I returned to my hometown, Savannah, GA, where my son Breck Baldwin was born on March 10, 1963. I was 
surprised to discover a full-fledged movement on civil rights was underway organized by high school students. The concentration was 
on voter registration. Working with Martin Luther King's organization as a volunteer photographer, I found myself able to record the 
inner workings of the movement. There was also a major change in my attitude. Moving beyond the self-serving adventures of the 
past, I began to make photographs that were aimed at serving beyond the excitement of the moment.  
 

   
 
Nobel Prize – The Nobel Prize ceremony was approached as a journalistic challenge that pitted an unknown and inexperienced 
photographer against the bureaucracy of one of the world’s most venerable institutions. Access was tightly controlled because the 
ceremony involved the Nobel Prize Institution and the Swedish Royal family. The chapter describes how I inserted myself into this 
event, the friendship I made with one of the Nobel laureates and his wife as well as the consequences of meeting the King of Sweden. 



 
 
 
 
 

   
 
Passage to India – The Sarawak Peace Corps experience could be compared to throwing a pebble into the pond and measuring the 
ripples as opposed to India where this process would be more like spitting into the ocean during a hurricane. A visual solution is found 
by trying to describe the huge, overpopulated, cast ridden country by relating it to life giving water as it flows from the Himalayas into 
the plains to the people. The India story finally becomes manageable through my experience at the huge camel fair at Pushkar in the 
Rajasthan desert. In short, I decided to not try to find the needles in the haystack but to concentrate on the haystack instead.  
 

     
 
Titanic – I named our boat Titanic to remind us to take care in the ice. The tale is about three companions, men driven to do things 
that in retrospect seem mad but were consistent with even more exaggerated ambitions of men obsessed by being the first to reach the 
North Pole.  Our own tale describes the daily disasters that involved extraordinary resilience in the face of incompetence and 
inexperience with respect to our tiny boat in bad weather and the male egos involved.  
 
The photographs in the last two chapters of the book titled "Wendy Watriss, The Future" and "Going Forward" are by 
Fred Baldwin and Wendy Watriss, an American photographer, curator and writer; they have worked together  for over 50 
years. Their first intense collaboration was a fifteen-year project on rural Texas as a microcosm of U.S. history. Their 
imagery documents churches, farms and families, as well as the racial and social tensions of the times. Select photographs 
from this body of work are presented in these chapters. 
  
  
 
 



 

 
 

Wendy Watriss by Fred Baldwin 
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About the Photographer: 
 
Fred Baldwin was born in 1929 in Switzerland. After earning his B.A. degree from Columbia College, New York in 1956, 
he began a freelance photography career which continued until 1987. Baldwin worked for LIFE, National Geographic, 
GEO, STERN, Esquire, Sports Illustrated, Smithsonian Magazine, Newsweek, the New York Times and others. In 2008 
Freedom's March on the Civil Rights Movement was published in conjunction with an exhibit of his photographs taken in 
1963-1964, at the Telfair Museum of Art in Savannah, Georgia. In 2009 Looking at the US 1957-1986 was published by 
Mets & Schilt Publishers, Amsterdam, in conjunction with Wendy Watriss and with an exhibit of their collaborative work 
at Le Musée de la Photographie in Charleroi, Belgium. In 2013 The Center for Photography at Woodstock awarded Fred 
Baldwin and Wendy Watriss the Lifetime achievement Award for their work in photography.  Fred Baldwin and Wendy 
Watriss co-founded FotoFest in 1983 with Petra Benteler.  Baldwin and Watriss have built and managed FotoFest for the 
past 35 years.  
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Andrea Smith / Andrea Smith Public Relations 
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Contact Andrea to receive a PDF of the book, artwork and arrange an interview with Fred Baldwin. 


